The S1E Portable Crawler System is an advanced and portable sewer video inspection system. This all-in-one system incorporates a motorized crawler, power rewind and feed assist cable drum. Utilizing a pan and tilt camera, the crawler has 360° rotation and 180° pan. Standard inspections range from 6” to 12” diameter and up to 18” with additional wheel set. With the S1E Portable Mainline Crawler, professional video results are guaranteed to ensure accuracy and efficiency in the field.

Integrated Remote Inspection System

- Compact and transportable
- 10” user-friendly touch screen
- Motorized reel design for quick rewind
- 600’ flexible coax cable
- Window IOS operation
- Pan & tilt camera to view different pipe angles
- Inspects 6” to 12” pipe
- Four high intensity LEDs
- Multiple recording formats
- Additional wheel set for larger pipe inspection
- 360° lateral lighting

Visit s1eonline.com for additional accessories!